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Simon Schuster Ltd, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback.
Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. So wait,
said Cosmo. If we go in that door, we might exit on the other side
of the galaxy? I don t know, I said. But we currently live in a tub
in a black hole, so what do we have to lose? When eleven-yearold space mad Stella Rodriguez shows up at NASA to request
that her recording be included in Carl Sagan s Golden Record,
something unexpected happens: A black hole follows her home,
and sets out to live in her house as a pet. The black hole
swallows everything he touches, which is challenging to say the
least - but also turns out to be a convenient way to get rid of
those items that Stella doesn t want around. Soon theugly
sweaters her aunt has made for her all disappear within the
black hole, as does the smelly class hamster she s taking care of,
and most important, all the reminders of her dead father that
are just too painful to have around. It s not until Stella, her
younger brother, Cosmo, the family puppy and even the
bathroom tub all...
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Reviews
This pdf is so gripping and exciting. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just e ortlessly could get a enjoyment
of reading a published pdf.
-- Henr i Gutkowski
This ebook is definitely not straightforward to begin on studying but quite fun to read. It is one of the most awesome
book i actually have go through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nelda Tr a ntow I
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